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COMBINE MODULAR UNITS TO 
CUSTOMIZE YOUR STEAM PROGRAM

Through STEAMStart, storytelling is the catalyst for project based learning that 
helps young kids visualize and problem solve. 

There are eight STEAMStart units. In each one students help the story’s main 
character through various challenges using the engineering design process!  

Each unit includes five STEAMvestigations and a Unit Challenge.  Each 
STEAMvestigation is based on a core idea related to key science, technology, 
engineering, art and mathematics concepts or skills.  

K-2 CAMP
One STEAMstart Unit in One Week

Monday SCIENCE

Tuesday TECH & MATH

Wednesday ENGINEERING

Thursday ART

Friday UNIT CHALLENGE

3RD - 4TH CAMP
One STEAMstart Unit Each Day

Choose 4-5 Units for an aggressive 
camp week that meets the needs of 
older students. 

K-2 CLUB & CLASSROOM
Choose one or all eight STEAMStart Unit(s).  Each unit is approximately 8 to 10 
hours of activity that can be broken up to meet your scheduling needs.

Moon Shadows: light & shadows, patterns & cycles, circles & spheres

Polygon Island: adaptations in nature, earth systems, energy, form & structure 

Fairy Tale Engineers: ecosystems, structure & function

Biodome Bees: vibration & sound, energy, pentagons & hexagons

Riley’s Candy Cart: structures & properties of matter, mobility, energy

Tiny House on Wheels: weather,recycling, mobility, squares & cubes

Pet’s Playground: strength, form & function, 2D & 3D structures

TinkerMaker Toys: lights and  motion, circuits, mechanical design
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Adventures in Engineering Design
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MOON SHADOWS
In this lunar-themed unit, 
investigate light, shadows, 
and forces of propulsion 
and movement. Pull it all 
together by designing a 
shadow theater. 

TINY HOUSE  
ON WHEELS
More and more people are 
choosing to reduce their 
environmental footprint 
and live in tiny houses.  
Explore mobility and simple 
construction concepts 
to make a Tiny House on 
Wheels.PET’S PLAYGROUND

Investigate kinetic structures 
like swings, seesaws, and 
towers.  Combine lessons-
learned to make a hamster-
sized playground. 

FAIRY TALE TOWERS
Fairy tales are full of animals, 
plants, bridges, climbing / 
flying characters and towers. 
Design each of these then 
put them all together to tell a 
story.

BIODOME BEES
Take inspiration from bees to 
waterproof containers with 
wax, design efficient hexagonal 
spaces, make “music” from 
vibrations and ultimately host 
a honey festival. 

TINKERMAKER
Combine simple circuits,  
simple shapes and simple 
machines to make complex 
mechanisms including a 
wobbly bot.

POLYGON ISLAND 
What tools do you could be 
helpful if stranded on an 
island? Design boats, winch 
& pulley systems, shelter 
from the sun and ultimately 
a treehouse.  

RILEY’S CANDY CART
Create a candy cart business 
with graphics, packaging, 
games and a design to keep 
it all safe from the forces of 
nature.

Storytelling is the catalyst for project based learning that helps young kids visualize and 
problem solve. 

Kids are challenged to help the story’s main character using the engineering design cycle!  

Each unit has agendas set for 5 days, 6 days, and 10 days. 



Unit

MOON SHADOWS POLYGON ISLAND FAIRY TALE ENGINEERS BIODOME BEES

Content 
Ideas

 light & shadow
patterns & cycles

adaptations in nature
earth systems

energy
structure, form & engineering

patterns & cycles

ecosystems 
structure & function

motion & stability

pentagons & hexagons
energy

industrial design
properties of matter

Science  
Explore phases of the moon. Make 
a lunar mobile to show phases 
over a cycle. 

Investigate floating and sinking with 
clay boats, rafts, and other ways to 
move objects across water.

Help a Fairy Tale character scale a wall. 
Like bee’s wings, make sound from 
vibrations then combine sounds to 
compose a song.

Technology 

Launch straw shuttles with 
increasing payloads to explore 
opposing variables of weight and 
distance.

Design a winch and pulley system 
to haul object from one location to 
another.

Fairy Tale characters encounter bridges. 
Build a bridge to cross over a stream 
dammed by beavers. 

Test waterproofing methods, 
including beeswax, then dissect 
containers to make a waterproof 
planter.

Engineering 
Design and test a “space sled” that 
moves smoothly over rough and 
smooth terrain.

Design an awning to block sun and 
rain that can adjust to the rising and 
setting sun.

Fairy Tales are full of towers. Make a 
tower from squares.  Combine squares 
to make cubes then a tower of cubes.

Design and build corner connectors 
that make Buckminster Fuller 
proud, then construct geo 
sculptures to serve as greenhouse.

Art 

Observe circles in art through 
the work of “Kandinsky.” Design 
and create a piece of art using 
concentric and overlapping circles.

Layer cut paper to create an animal 
or animal home that is adapted to its 
surroundings.

Explore plant branching, stems, and 
roots, and craft Fariy Tale trees with 
various geometric leaf shapes.

Create a “stained glass” mural with 
adhesives that mirror those in bees 
feet.

Math 
Complete this month’s moon 
phase calendar and predict next 
month’s.

Explore structures with platforms. 
Build square to cube and triangle to 
pyramid.

Using a limited number of counting 
blocks, build a small, medium and large 
tower.

Make a hexagon from triangles to 
create hexagon-shaped pop-up 
cards.  

Unit 
Challenge 

Observe light & shadow. Design 
and construct a shadow theater & 
performance.

Design and construct a treehouse 
containing at least one working 
useful contraption (like an elevator).

Design, construct, and test the tallest 
tower to withstand weather events. 
Add a bridge to get over the moat and a 
tower-climbing character.

Host a honey festival. Create hive 
cells using hexagons, pentagons 
and other shapes. Make waterproof 
origami cups to drink from.
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CHOOSE 1 OR MORE UNITS
Each unit includes six stories & activities, each with a core idea related to science, 

technology, engineering, art and mathematics concepts or skills.



CHOOSE 1 OR MORE UNITS (CONTINUED) Each unit includes six stories & activities, each with a core idea related to 
science, technology, engineering, art and mathematics concepts or skills.
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Unit

RILEY’S CANDY CART TINY HOUSE ON WHEELS PET’S PLAYGROUND TINKERMAKER TOYS

Content 
Ideas

structures & properties of matter
mobility

weather
recycling
mobility 

squares & cubes

strength, form & function
2D & 3D structures

light & circuits
lever & pendulum

Science  
Discover effects of wind, rain, and/or 
sun on everyday objects.

Explore the forces of wind by 
making an anemometer or 
windsock.

Construct catapults and launch pom 
poms to help a hamster tidy up.

Design and create a scale 
model rover that travels across 
unexpected surfaces! 

Technology 
Design and construct a rolling wagon 
with wheels to investigate wheel and 
axle options.

Test a variety of materials and 
adhesives to create wind-proof 
walls. 

Construct a pendulum with varying 
lengths to design and construct a swing 
for a hamster-sized pet.

Investigate basic electricity to light 
up LEDs in parallel and series 
circuits with graphite pencils & 
conducting tape.

Engineering
Design, construct, and test a 
“gumball” machine marble track.

Explore mobility. Design, construct, 
and test a way to move materials 
using wheel & axle.

Test cylinders of various materials to 
make weight-bearing columns.

Design and test launch mechanisms 
and catapult paper planes.

Art 
Design graphics for a candy cart 
business using regular polygons and 
quadrilateral shapes.

Use recycled materials to make 
something useful or artistic.

Practice mosaic technique with 
geometric shapes. 

Fold cool shapes, and light them up 
with LEDs and parallel circuits. Make 
puppets and bookmarks!

Math 
Create packaging to fit the greatest 
number of items in the cart within a 
budget.

Explore geometric nets for cubes. 
Design and construct a “cube of 
cubes.”

Investigate buildings made of different-
shaped structures and orientations of 
structures.

Investigate nets. Design and 
construct a triangular pyramid 
of triangular pyramids called a 
tetrahedron. Then light it up!

Unit 
Challenge 

Design, construct, and showcase a 
unique canopied cart for the candy 
business!

Design, construct, and test a Tiny 
House on Wheels.

Help your team design and construct 
a Pet’s Playground full of kinetic 
structures.

Use the engineering design process, 
motor, switch, and circuits to 
construct and test a 3D Wobbly ‘Bot.


